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Forecast Model for Moderate Earthquakes Near Parkfield, California
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Earthquake instability models have possibleapplication to earthquake forecastingbecausethe models
simulate both preseismicand coseismicchangesof fault slip and ground deformation. In the forecast
procedure proposed here, repeated measurementsof preseismicfault slip and ground deformation constrain the values of model parameters. The early part of the model simulation correspondsto the
available field data, and the subsequentpart constitutesan estimate of future faulting and ground
deformation. In particular, the time, location, and size of unstablefaulting are estimatesof the pending
earthquake parameters.The forecast accuracydependson the model realism and parameter resolution.
The forecastprocedureis applied to fault creep and trilateration data measurednear Parkfield, California, where at least five magnitude 5.5 to 6 earthquakes have occurred regularly since 1881, the last in
1966. The quasi-staticmodel consistsof a flat vertical plane embeddedin an elastichalf space.Spacially
variable fault slip of strike-slipsenseis driven by an increasingregional shear stressbut is impededby a
relatively strong patch of brittle, strain-softeningfault. The field data are consistentwith theseapproximate valuesof patch parameters:radius of 3 km, patch center 5 km deep and 8 km southeastof the 1966
epicenter,and maximum brittle strength of 26 bars. Fluctuations in the available field data prevent
estimatingthe earthquaketime with any more precisionthan useof the 21 _+8 year recurrenceinterval.
However, the model may later give a more preciseestimateof the earthquaketime if the fault slip rate
near the inferred patch increasesbeforethe earthquake,as predictedby the model.

INTRODUCTION

Current methodsfor using time-dependentgeophysicaldata
to estimate the time of a future earthquake fall into two
groups.Methods of the first group relate the earthquaketime
to the time of trend changes in data, for example, rate increases of seismicity, radon emanation, or ground deformation. Methods of the secondgroup relate the earthquake

time to proximity of somemeasureof fault stressor slip deficit
to a critical value. Although severalof thesemethodsappear
to have led to a few successfulpredictions,none have proved
to be generallyreliable.The reasonsfor the limited success
are
unclear but probably include uncertain relation betweenthe
observationsand the earthquake-generatingprocess,inappropriate choices of trend changesor critical values, and sparse
and impreciseobservations.
We propose another forecastmethod which combinesa theoretical mechanical model for earthquake instability [e.g.,
Rice, 1980; Stuart, 1979a] with repeated measurements of
ground deformation made before the earthquake. The method
exploits the fact that instability models, unlike conventional
strain accumulation models, simulate both slow aseismic fault-

ing before an earthquake and the sudden fault slip during an
earthquake. The essenceof the method is the adjustment of
model parameter values so that the observed deformation
versus time curves match the appropriate preinstability section of theoretical curves provided by the simulation. The
continuation of the theoretical curves,correspondingto future
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times, is equivalent to a prediction of ground deformation.
The time of instability,if instability is possible,is an estimate
of the earthquaketime. Said differently,the instabilitymodel
provides curves for extrapolating observed ground deformation into the future. The forecastaccuracy will depend on
the accuracy(physicalrealism)of the mathematicalmodeland
the ability of field measurements
to resolvethe model parameters. To be accurate,the model must adequatelyrepresentthe
geometryand constitutivepropertiesof each field area where
a forecastis to be attempted. This strategy,of course,is just
the faulting analog of numerical methods for weather forecastingin which synopticdata are the initial conditionsfor
time integrationof the equationsdescribingatmosphericflow.
We apply the procedureto attempt a forecastof the next
moderate(M L = 5.5-6) earthquakeon the San Andreasfault
near Parkfield, California. Parkfield is well suited for testing
the procedurefor three reasons.First, the fault geometryis
well known from surfacemapping [Brown, 1970], fault creep
measurements[Schulz et al., 1982], and seismicitydistribution
[Buhr and Lindh, 1982]. Second, according to Bakun and
McEvilly [1979, 1984], at least five earthquakesof similar
magnitudeand epicenterhave occurredat 21 __+
8 year intervals (1881, 1901, 1922, 1934, 1966),and, by extrapolation,the
next is due about 1987. Third, becauseof the 1966 earthquake
and anticipation of the next one, the Parkfield area has
become heavily instrumented for geodetic and seismological
measurements.With available data, the proposedforecastprocedurecannot reducethe uncertaintyof the 1987 date, but the
model predicts detectableacceleratingfault slip and ground
deformation starting about one year before the next earthquake. At that time the proceduremay give a more precise
estimate of the earthquake time than use of the recurrence
interval

alone.

We note that earthquake instability models are consistent
with principlesof mechanicsand in broad agreementwith the
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main observed features of seismic and aseismic faulting but

not allow for failure of the middle patch inducingfailure of the

that only one modelhasbeentestedwith grounddeformation
data associatedwith a specificearthquake. In that study,
Stuart[1979b] foundthat the theoreticalgrounduplift agreed
with uplift observedduring the 6 years before the 1971 San

right patch.In a moregeneralinstabilitymodel,failureof the
right patchcouldproducelargeearthquakes
suchas the 1857
earthquake.Smallerpatcheslike the one on the left at the
1966 focusmay exist as well but cannotbe locatedwith any
confidence.Under increasing•:r,patchesfor moderateearthquakesinitially impedethe southwardflow of verticaledge

Fernando, California, earthquake, a magnitude 6.4 event.

Thus the analysisin this paper shouldbe viewedas both a
partial test of a particularstrain-weakening
instabilitymodel
and as an applicationof the modelto earthquakeforecasting.
INSTABILITY

dislocationson the San Andreas fault. When the patchesfail,
the dislocationpileupsadvanceto or perhapsa few kilometers
into the 1857 locked section.Alternatively,one can think of

the creepingsectionnorth of Parkfield as a stress-free
crack
whosesoutherntip periodicallyadvancesand retreats.

MODEL

QualitativeModel

We show below that the location and size of the middle

We first describe a qualitative version of the instability
model, briefly justifyingits featureswith field data and theoretical results,and then presentthe boundary value problem.
The qualitativemodel, shownin Figure 1, is essentiallythe
model of Wessonet al. [1973], though they did not consider
instabilityexplicitlyor poseand solvea boundaryvalueprob-

patch are consistentwith the relativelylow rates of nearby
fault creep and lengtheningof a trilateration line measured
after 1970.The patchalsocoincideswith the locationof maximum slip during the 1966 earthquake,in agreementwith the
computedresultthat unstableslipis maximumnearthe patch
center.

Seismicitypatternson the fault may also be interpretedas
being consistentwith the samepatch location and geometry,
on vertical strike-slip faults [Stuart and Mavko, 1979] and thoughthe argumentsare lesspersuasivebecausethe mathdipping thrust faults [Stuart, 1979b]. The fault zone, repre- ematicalmodel doesnot producethe numeroussmall instabilsentedby a flat vertical plane of discontinuousdisplacement, ities correspondingto small earthquakes.Figure 2 showsa
is assumedto be made of brittle areas or patchesof relatively projectiononto the fault plane of foci of M•. > 1.5 earthhigh strengthrock surroundedby weaker interveningareas. quakesoccurringwithin 5 km of the fault between1975 and
The remaining crust, representedby an elastic half space, 1980.Hypocentersare determinedby the mastereventmethod
transmitsthe remotelyappliedshearstress•:r,which approxi- and are accurate to about 0.5 km in horizontal directions and
mates regional forcesthat increasewith time. The regional ! km in the vertical direction.The patch boundaries,the same
as in Figure 1, are reconciledwith seismicityby supposing
stress•:r causesthe weak portions of the fault to slip, but, at
least initially, the strongpatchesresistslippage.Both z• and that within patches,where the fault is strong, seismicityis
the dislocationstresscausedby fault slip load the patchesand relativelylow, but near patch boundaries,where strain rates
causethe half spaceand its surfaceto deform.Recurringun- are high owing to dislocationpileup,the seismicityis higher.
stable failuresof the middle patch producemoderateearth- Nearly continuousductilefaultingbelow 10 to 15 km is implied by geodeticdata and the lack of seismicity[Slawsonand
quakeslike the 1966eventand its predecessors.
The muchlongerlobe-shaped
patchon the right in Figure 1 Savage,1983]. The high seismicitynear the focusof the 1966
is assumedto be so strongthat the fault is effectivelylocked. mainshockand its foreshock(M•. - 5.1 [Bakun and McEvilly,
This assumptionis consistentwith fault creep and geodetic 1981]) may be due to the small patch shownon the left in
data [Slawsonand Savage,1983] which indicatethat this sec- Figure 1. However,smallpatchesat the 1966hypocenterand
tion of fault has not slippedsincethe 1857 Fort Tejon earth- elsewhereare not resolvableby the creep and trilateration
quake, a magnitude8.3 event [Sieh, 1978]. Thus the right data, which are the main constraints on model parameters,
patchis lockedfor the modelsimulation,and the modeldoes and therefore are not included in the mathematical model.
lem. In its mathematical form, the model is a generalization to
three dimensionsof two-dimensional models for unstable slip
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Fig. 1. Sketchof instability
modelwiththreebrittlepatches
(shaded)
of relativelyhighstrength.
Failureof the middle
patchproduces
ML = 5.5-6earthquakes;
failureof therightpatchproduces
lessfrequent
largerearthquakes.
Smallpatch
onleftpossibly
associated
withfocus(star)of M L - 5.5-6earthquakes.
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Fig. 2. Seismicity
on the SanAndreas
faultnearParkfieldfrom 1975-1980,
ML > 1.5.Hypocenters
of' 1966main-

shockand toreshockshownby largeand smallstars.Hachuredbandencloses
aftershocks
ot the 1966mainshock.Patches
ot Figure 1 indicatedby shadedareas.

Boundary Value Problem

wherer•cis shearstress
ryxthatresists
faultslipu,S ismaxi-

We now considerthe fault geometry,the patch stress-slip mumpeakstresswhichoccursat the patchcenter(x0,z0),and
law, instability,and fault stressequilibriumof the mathemat- ax and az are characteristicpatch radii in the x and z direcical model. Figure 3a shows the surface trace of the model tions.The first two Gaussiantermsin (1) multipliedby S
fault plane (x-z plane), the mapped trace of the San Andreas describethe variationof peak stresswith position;a,,> az
fault,the 1966mainshockepicenter,and locationsof creepme- correspondsto a patch elongatedalong strike.The last Gausthe initial sliphardening(u < 0) and
tersand trilaterationlines.Figure3b showsthe fault plane,the siantermin (1) describes
slipsoftening
(u > 0) of thefaultat a position(x, y)
strengthcontoursof the slip-softening
patch, areasof freely subsequent
slippingfault,and the lockedfault (hachured).
The lockedlobe on the fault; a, is a characteristicslip during which the fault
on the right corresponds
to the right patchin Figures1 and 2. stressdropsby S duringfailure.Thereis no lossof generality
The three other lockedboundariesare requiredfor numerical in definingthe origin for the u axis to be at the peak stress
to addinga constantto the
solution.The boundary at x = -90 km is near the northwest becauseother originscorrespond
end of the creeping section of the San Andreas fault. The

boundaryat x = 90 km is northwestof the major eastward
bend of the San Andreasfault. The boundaryat z = 54 km is
poorly constrainedby field data and is merelychosento be far
from the largestraingradientsat the patchand lobe.
The assumedstress-slip
law of the patch hastwo parts,one
for the slipdependence
of shearstressat specified
positionson
the patch, and the other for the spacialvariation of patch

regional stress.
In later discussion it will be convenient to describe shrink-

age of the patch in termsof motion of the patch edge.The
edgeis definedto be the locusof points on the fault where
u = 0, i.e., wherethe patch is at peak stress.Where u < 0, the
patchis unfailed,and whereu > 0, the patchis failingor has
already failed.

The reasonsfor assumingequation(1) are that the form and

strength.At each position on the patch, the shear stressthat

coefficient values of the fault law in situ are not well known

resistsfault slipis assumedto initially increasewith fault slip
(sliphardening)up to a peak stress(strengthor upperyield
stress),then decreasewith continuedslip (slip softeningor
failure)downto the loweryield stress.Suchstress-slip
curves
composedof positiveand negativeslopesegments
are characteristic of deformationof brittle rock (cf. daegerand Cook

(indeed,theyare to be foundfromanalysisof fielddata),that
the law describes
a finitesizepatchwith smoothlycontinuous
dependenceof stresson slip and position,and that the law

allowsinstabilityto occurin a naturalway for certainranges
of parametervalues.However,thelaw containsno ratedependence,which in any caseis insufficientby itselfto produce
[1979, section4.2]).
instability,
thoughit maymodifyconditions
beforeandduring
The peak stressof the patchis assumedto vary on the fault instability,
andno mechanism
for postinstability
healingof the
planesuchthat the strengthis maximumat the patchcenter faultin preparation
for anotherinstability.
Similarbell-shaped
and decreasessmoothly with distance from the center. At a constitutive
laws have beenemployedin relatedinstability
sufficientlylarge distancefrom the patch center,the peak modelsby Stuart [197961,Stuartand Mavko [-1979],and Li
stressis negligibleand the fault slipsfreelyat the loweryield and Rice [1983].
stressregardlessof the slip amount.
Instabilityoccurswhenthe resistingforceof the patchdeA simpleanalyticalform that hasthe abovepropertiesis
creases
more rapidlywith increasingrr than the forceapplied
by the elasticsurroundings.
When this conditionholds,static
equilibriumcannotbe maintained,and the fault slipjumps
aheadowingto elasticrebounduntil forcesare againin balance.Whether or not instabilityoccursdependson valuesof

modelparameters.
Two limitingcasesillustratethe rangeof
behavior:Instabilitycannotoccurif therate of slipweakening
is zero, S/a,--• O, and instabilityalwaysoccursif the rate of
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Fig. 3. (a) Map of the San Andreas fault trace near Parkfield. Dots are creepmeterlocations.Triangles are locations
of benchmarksat endsof trilaterationlines.Star marksepicenterof M L = 5.5 1966earthquake.x - y axesare for model
in Figure 3b. (b) Geometry of fault plane for the instability model. Patch location shown by contours of peak stressin
bars. Star is location of the 1966 focus. Edge of locked fault indicated by hachures.

slip weakeningis high enough,S/a,--, o• (other model parameters finite). Stuart [1981] gives an elementary discussionof
instabilityfor the caseof spaciallyuniform peak stress.
The actual model simulation involvesfinding the solution
to a set of nonlinear equationsexpressingstatic equilibrium at
the fault. For numerical solution of the governingequations,
the fault is divided into rectangularcells of uniform .slip. At
each value of • an iterative procedure (see the appendix)
simultaneouslyadjustscell slips until quasi-staticequilibrium
obtainsat eachcell centroidaccordingto

• + •, -d- -d = 0

(2)

slippageof the creepingfault north of Parkfield, earlier moderate earthquakesat Parkfield, and the 1857 earthquake. The
displacementand stressfields due to the formation and later
failure of the current patch may be thought of as perturbations to the fields from all other causes.
MODEL

PARAMETERS

For the model to be useful for prediction, the values of
model parameters must be such that theoretical and observed
curvesof creep and trilateration data coincide for past data.
The processof making the curves coincide is equivalent to
estimatingthe parameter values.The parameterswhosevalues

can be estimatedfrom available field data are x 0, zo, a,, = az,
S, %, and the three shallow boundaries of the locked lobe in
slip. Ground surfacedeformation is computed from the cell Figure 3b. The eight model parametersare constrainedby ten
slipsandzr. zr andz•, like zs, arestress
deviations
with respect setsof data: nine creepmeterrecordsand one trilateration line
(MF-K). Theoretical curves for the other three trilateration
to the lower yield stressin (1), not total stresses.
lines in Figure 3a are essentiallythe same for all values of
The displacementand stressfields that are the solutionsto
model parameters that satisfy the 10 sets of data. First we
(2) representonly part of the total fields in the earth. Some of
the other parts, not modeledhere, would be due to long-term describethe method for estimatingthe parametervalues,then

where• zdis thesumof all dislocation
stresses
actingat the
cellcentroid,and r•' is from(1). r•' and eachzddependon cell
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we assessthe agreement between theoretical results and observed data, and finally we determine the resolution of the
model parameters.
If the instability model were sufficientlyaccurate,and the
observations

600 -

_

had smaller errors and were smoother functions

500-

of time, it might be possibleto estimate the time, size, and
locationof future unstableslip from availablecreepand trila-

.

teratibn data alone. The small curvatureslike those of the
computedu(r') traceswould, in effect,constrainall model parameters plus the regional stressrate ar•/at, which sets the
model time scale.However, suchcurvatureis not recognizable
in the measurements(Figures 4 and 5), and the data are adequately fit by straight lines, thus preventingthe estimateof
z7at and the earthquaketime.
Until the field data become nonlinear, we are forced to
make a provisional estimate of the earthquake time just to
comparetheory and observation.We get az•/at by matching
two different values of r• in a model simulation to two values
of t in the field data. One of the t values is from the earth-

quake recurrenceinterval. The matchingis unambiguousbecausethe model deformationhistory divides naturally into
four successivestagescorrespondingto patch states. Thus
values of r• and t at two stage boundariesof the simulation
and of the field data fix ar•/at.
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The model stagesare (1) an interval of freeslip beforepatch
resistance,(2) slow loading of the patch, (3) precursorypatch
failure, and (4) instability.In the earth the prepatchstage
spansthe time betweendestructionof the old patchduringthe
1966 earthquakeand the time of healing of the fault zone to
form the currentpatch.The slow load and precursorystages
are in effectfrom the time of patch healingto the earthquake.
In the model, of course, the instability has zero duration,
unlike an actual earthquakerupture.
The stress-sliplaw, equation(1), doesnot allow for healing
of a previouslyfailed patch, but the law's shape produces
resultsin simulationsthat mimic healing.When fault slipis far
out on the left tail of the Gaussiancurve (u <<-a,), both
shearstressand slopeare small.For thesevaluesof fault slip
the fault slidesas if the patch were absent,producingmodel
stage 1. As fault slip nears -%, shear stressand slope increase,and the patchbeginsto resistslippage.Model stages1
and 2 would also result if a more general fault law which
produceddelayedhealingafter a prior instabilitywere used,
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or if r/ in (1)werearbitrarilyreplaced
withr/= 0 for a specified time interval representingstage 1. Since the details of
patch healing are even more conjecturalthan the existenceof
a patchat Parkfield,equation(1) is usedfor simplicity.
The value of r• at the stage1-stage2 boundaryis definedto

bewhentherateof increase
of averagefaultstress?• (equalto
the averageof r• at all cell centers)is maximum.Thus the
boundaryis the transitionfrom the high ratesof fault slip of

Fig. 4. Comparisonof observedand theoreticalfault creep at
sitesin Figure 3. Observationtime scale,model •', and modelstages stage1 to the lower rates of stage2. Values of r • at maximum
shownat bottom. Theoreticalcreep has been multiplied by 0.8 to curvatureof individualu(r9 tracesvary slightlyfrom the value
compensate
for underestimate
of fault slipmeasuredby creepmeters. at maximumcurvatureof ?•(r9. During mostof stage2, the
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ration of the prepatch stage. The relation between model
stages and time is shown at the bottom of Figure 4. The
numerical value for c•/c•t is found after estimating values of
model parameters. In a later section we outline a procedure
startof the precursorystageis definedto be when?•rswitches for refining the t?zr/c•t
estimatewhen, accordingto the theory,
from increasingto decreasing,i.e., from c•?•r/t?•r>
0 to observations should depart from their recent, nearly linear
slow load stage, slip near the patch center is negligible, and
rates of ground surface displacementand of fault slip well
outside the patch vary slowly with increasing •r. The patch
area shrinks gradually, but the patch core remains intact. The

c•?•r/t•< 0. This stageis characterizedby rapid but stable

trends.

declineof averagefault stress.The final stageis unstablefault

An alternativeto choosinga tentativeearthquaketime is to
match the theoretical unstable slip to the inferred seismicslip
of the 1966 earthquake. The disadvantage of this method is
that the instability model may not accurately simulate seismic
slip becauseof neglectedinertia and rate-dependentprocesses,
which would be most important near and during earthquake
rupture. Also, the 1966 seismicslip itself is poorly known.
Values of model parameters are chosen by trial for best
agreement between observed and theoretical fault creep and
trilateration data, assumingthat field data 1970-1982 represent part of the slow load stage of the model. It is convenient
to split the eight parameters into two groups and estimate
values for each group in turn. The first group contains the
patch center location Xo and Zo, patch radius a,, = az, the
characteristicfault zone stiffnessS/au,and the geometryof the
locked lobe. The position of the lobe boundary at and below
z = 8 km is assumed, since the data cannot resolve it. The

slip, c•t2/t•-• c•. On curvesof u versus•, the instabilityappearsas a jump of fault slip at constant•.
In generalit is misleadingto call stage3 a precursorystage,
since patch failure could occur without instability. At Parkfield, however, the recurring moderate earthquakes,as well as
the creep and trilateration data, imply that only unstable
patch failure occurs. In instability models that contain pore
fluid flow or viscoelasticdeformation [e.g., Rice and Rudnicki,
1979; Li and Rice, 1983], the precursorstage is defined to be
when fault slip is driven inevitably to instability by the ratedependentmechanism,even when the regional forcing is held
constant.

The start of the slow load stagein the field is the first time
value usedfor finding c9•r/t•t.Seismicity,fault creep, and trilateration data indicate that the slow load stage at Parkfield
started about 1970 and continued through 1982. The patch at
Parkfield must have reformed after the 1966 earthquake and
its aftershocksbut before the onset of nearly linear creep and
trilateration trends starting about 1970. The time of aftershock
cessation,extrapolated from the decreasingrate of aftershocks
from June 1966 to January 1967 [McEvilly et al., 1967; Eaton
et al., 1970], is about 1970. Reliable seismicitydata for ML <
3 earthquakesfrom January 1967 through 1968 are unavailable. The current pattern of seismicityon the San Andreas
fault at Parkfield (Figure 2) started about 1970 [Buhr and
Lindh, 1982].
Three of the nine creepmeterrecordsin Figure 4 have possible slope decreasesstarting about 1970. The data are from
Schulzet al. [1982] except for CRR1 data 1966-1967, which
are from Smithand Wyss [1968]. CreepmeterXSC1 has a hint
of rate decreasein 1971, though the changeis small as would
be expectedat a site so far from the patch, and comparable
rate changesoccur also after 1971. Similarly, the slope of
XDR1 before 1971 is greater than the average slope of subsequent data. The reversalsof the XDR1 trace may be due to
seasonaltransfer of slip from the fault strand spannedby the
creepmeterto a nearby strand (R. O. Burford, personalcommunication, 1984). CRR1 data, which start in 1966, show a
clear slope change about 1969. On the other hand, XGH1
showsa slope increasein 1975. The reason is unknown, but
the irregularfault geometryand echelonoffsetnear the instrument site may be factors.Finally, trilateration lines remained
on trend after 1970 (Figure 5), though the large scatterwould

crustalrigidityp is assumed
to be 3 x 10TMdyn/cm2. Parameter valuesin the first group are determinedby adjustingthem
one at a time until the agreement between simulated rates of
fault creep and line lengthening, relative to the simulated
creeprate at XSC 1, and the correspondingrelative rates of the
field data do not improve. The unknown relative origins of the
data do not affect the parameter estimates.The reason for
matching ratios of rates is that they are independentof S and
au individually (and thus c•/t•t) as long as S/% is invariant.
This is becausemechanicallysimilar boundary value problems
are defined by the model geometry and the dimensionless
rigidity p'= (p/Zo)/(S/au),implying that the first group of parameters uniquely prescribesa dimensionlessproblem. After
estimatingthe parametersof the first group, the parametersof
the secondgroup, S and au, are adjusted,while maintaining
their ratio invariant, until the average computed rate for
XSC1 matchesthe averageobservedrate for the years 1970 to
1982.

The resultsare given in Table 1. Column 1 lists the names
of creepmetersand trilateration lines, and column 2 lists the
observedrate obtained by fitting a least squaresline to the
data for the time intervals in column 3. The listed creep rates
are 1.2 timeshigher than actually measuredto compensatefor
the general underestimateof fault slip measuredby creepmeters. The factor 1.2 is the nominal average ratio of fault slip
measured by alinement arrays to slip measured by nearby
creepmeterson the San Andreas fault in central California
concealsmall rate changes.Rates of trilateration lines M-C
[Burford and Harsh, 1980; Schulz et al., 1982]. Alinement
and othersin the Parkfield area from 1966, postearthquake,to
array data are more accurate than creepmeter data because
1970 are generally greater than later rates [Slawson and the arrays have longer baselines(about 100 m versus 10 m),
Savage, 1983], as would occur if the patch were absent, but and they generally agree with trilateration measurements
perhaps are instead due to different survey procedures using line lengths of about 1 to 3 km [Lisowski and Prescott,
[Savage,1975]. All of thesesuggestivedata support the patch 1981-1.
having formed about 1970 and assign a time to the stage
Column 4 givesthe observedrates and standard deviations
relative to the observed rate of XSC1. The formula for the
1-stage2 boundary of the model.
The second correspondencebetween • and t needed for standard deviation of the relative rates, computed from the
t•r•/t•tis set by tentativelyassumingthe earthquaketime to be error
propagation
formula
foruncorrelated
errors,
is
June 1987 using the earthquake recurrenceinterval. Thus the ßa(•i>•/(•i>xsc•, where (•i>•/(•ixsc•> is the measuredrate of
r• changebetweenonsetof the slow load stageand instability creepmeteror trilateration line i divided by the measuredrate
correspondsto the earthquakerecurrencetime minus the du- of XSC1. a = 0.1 is the nominal standard deviation of the
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Observedand Theoretical Rates of Fault Slip and Lengtheningof
Trilateration

Lines
Theoretical

Observation

Observed

Name

Time

(ti), mm/yr*

XSC1
XMM1
XPK1
XDR1

27.4
21.4
9.0
10.3

WKR1

11.7 + 1.6

CRR1
XGH1
XWT1
TWR1

10.5
5.6
4.5
-2.8

_+ 3.8
+ 3.0
_+ 1.3
_+ 1.4
_+ 1.5
+ 0.8
_+0.6
+_ 0.4

Observed

Interval

(ti)/(ti)xsc •

1970-1982
1979-1982
1979-1982
1970-1982

1.00 +_ 0.14
0.78 _+ 0.11
0.33 _+0.05
0.38 + 0.05

1976-1982

0.43 + 0.06

1970-1978
1976-1982
1970-1981
1979-1982

0.38
0.21
0.16
-0.10

(ti)/(ti)xsc •

(ti), mm/yr

1.00
0.73
0.35
0.37

27.4
20.0
9.6
10.1

0.42

11.5

_+ 0.05
_+ 0.03
_+0.02
+_ 0.01

0.34
0.27
0.12
......

9.3
7.4
3.3

S-MM

20.6 + 1.3

1972-1981

0.75 + 0.09

0.79

21.6

MF-K

10.8 _+4.1

1975-1981

0.40 _+0.16

0.46

12.6

M-C

11.7 + 1.2

1970-1981

0.43 + 0.06

0.40

11.0

B-H

5.9 _+ 2.1

1974-1981

0.27 _+0.08

0.23

6.3

*Creepmeterrateshave beenmultiplied by 1.2 for consistency
with alinementarray measurements.

ratios of alinement to creepmeter rates, with respect to the middle patch of Figure 2 into a single patch would decrease
average of 1.2, and is a rough estimate of the accuracyof a the theoretical rate for line MF-K. The combined patch would
creepmeter rate. Standard deviations of the least squares be a little more consistentwith the seismicitydistribution and
slopesof measuredcreepdata are all lessthan 0.05 mm/yr and would be preferredif it turns out that measuredcreeprates at
XMM1
and XPK1 in Table 1 have an error that makes them
are thereforenegligible.
Column 5 lists the theoretical relative rates resulting from systematicallyhigh.
The remaining uncertainty is the resolution of model pathe simulation using the best fit parameter values, which are
given in columns 1 and 2 of Table 2. The computed relative rameters. The simplestway to estimate their resolution is to
rates are approximate averagevaluesfor the middle sectionof computethe changesof relative rates due to a perturbation of
the curves during the slow load stage. A comparison of col- each parameter in turn. Columns 3, 4, and 5 in Table 2 show
umns 4 and 5 in Table 1 shows that theoretical
rates are
the results.As expected,the relative rates of fault slip at sites
within one standard deviation
of the observed rates for all
nearest the patch (XMM1, XPK1, and XDR1) are the most
observationsexcept XGH1 and XWT1, which are more sensi- sensitiveto perturbationsof patch parameters.Increasingthe
tive to changesof the lobe geometry than to changesof the depth of the patch center by 1 km causesa greater relative
best fit patch parameters. The theoretical slip for TWR1 is rate changethan a 1-km perturbation to any other parameter.
zero by assumption.Column 6 gives the unscaledtheoretical Alterations of the lobe geometry affect the slip rate at XGH1
rates.
and XWT1 more than at other sites.Individual perturbations
Figure 4 showsthe theoreticalfault creepversustime curves of 2 km to the lobe top, left end, and top right end cause
superimposedon curvesof measuredcreep.The overall agree- about 30% changein the relative rate at XGH1 or XWT1, but
ment is good except for seasonal fluctuations, creep events it is not possible
to maintaina simplerectangul
ar lobeshape
(steplikejumps), and XGH1 before 1975. The agreementbe- and satisfydata at both XGHF•ffd XWT1 at once.No patween theoretical and observedtrilateration data, Figure 5, is rameter perturbation causesrelative rate changesgreaterthan
also good, although the frequencyand errors of the measure- 0.03 to the trilateration lines. Overall, creepmeterdata are 2 to
ments are more permissivethan those of creep data. Poorest 3 times as effective as trilateration data in constrainingpatch
parameter values. In short, the observations are consistent
agreementis for line MF-K, whosefew data would seemto fit
better a line of lower slope, but the data are still consistent with individual parameter perturbationsof about 0.5 km to
with the theory becausethe standard deviation of the slopeis Zo' 1 km to Xo,ax,and az' and 0.1 bar/mm to S/au.
A more thorough way to estimate the resolution of model
0.16 (Table 1, column 4). Merging the focal patch and the

TABLE 2.
Parameter
Name

Model Parameter Values and the Effect of Varying Each Value
Parameter

Value

Perturbation

to

Parameter Value

3 x 10TMdyn/cm2

Most

Sensitive

Observation

Its Relative

Rate Change

.........

8 km
5 km

-1 km
1 km

ax

3 km

1 km

XMM1,

az

3 km

1 km

XPK1

S/a•,
lobe left end, x
lobe right end, x
lobe top, z

0.3 bar/mm

0.1 bar/mm

XPK1, XDR1

-0.04, -0.04

20 km

2 km

XGH1

0.08

30 km
2 km
26 bars
86.7 mm

2 km
2 km

XWT1
XGH1

0.03
0.11

xo
zo

S
au

0.11 bar/yr

.........
.........

.........

XDR1
XPK1

0.05
0.10

XDR1

-0.05,

-0.06

-0.09
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parameters is to find the subspaceof all parameter values that
gives theoretical relative rates within a standard deviation of
observed relative rates. It is sufficient to consider only the
three parameters z0, a,, = az, and S/au because they can
counteract one another to produce relative rates close to the
best caserates in Table 1. x0 is constrainedto be between 7
and 9 km by creep rates at XPK1 and XDR1, which are low
in comparisonwith the regional northwest-southeastvariation
along strike. The same two creep rates also constrain the
patch shape a,,/az to be between about 0.4 and 2.0. The
bottom end of a vertically elongatedpatch cannot be resolved
by the data, and so the patch is perceivedto be circular. A
patch more than 2 timeswide as tall violatesthe data.
The elliptically shapedenvelopesin Figure 6 encloseparameter combinations

for simulations

whose relative

rates do not

differ by more than one standard deviation from observed
relative rates. Each envelope is for a set of simulations at
constant S/a,, and each small dot represents one or more
simulations for particular values of (Zo, a,, = az, S/au). The
large dot representsthe best fit case.There are no acceptable
solutions for S/au< 0.05 bar/mm or S/a, > 0.8 bar/mm. As
shown by the two inclined straight lines, z0 and a,, within
envelopesare consistentwith the additional requirementsthat
the top edge of the patch be below the ground surfaceand the
bottom edge be above the region of ductile deformation, starting at about 12-km depth.
The elongate shape of the envelopesimplies that enlarging ia
patch compensatesfor increasingits depth. Big deep patches
and small shallow patcheswill have similar variation of nearsurface peak stressesand thus also similar configuration of
their top edges.A similar argument accountsfor the migration
of the envelopesin a direction normal to the long axes of the
envelopeswhen S/au changes.Lowering S/au is equivalent to
making the surrounding h•alfspace less compliant by raising
its rigidity. With a high rigidity the top edge of the patch must
be broader and shallower to inhibit fault slip near XPK1 an'd
XDR1 the same as when the rigidity is smaller.
For simulationsrepresentedby points inside the envelopes
of Figure 6, the ratios of the durations of the precursor stages
to the durations of the slow load stagesare within 50% of the
ratio for the best fit case.The relative rates of fault slip at the

E
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' •'l•

0]3
*"0.5,0.6,0.7
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•
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end of the precursor stage are within 40% of the best fit rates.
High valuesof S/auare associatedwith short precursorstages
and high preinstability slip rates, with the duration of the
precursorstagevarying from about 1 to 3 years.
In summary, the model is consistent with the data, except
for two creepmetersfar from the patch, when the patch radius
is between2.5 and 4.5 km, and the depth of the patch center is
between3 and 6 km. The best fit parameter valuescorrespond
to unstable patch failure, in agreement with the known occurrenceof moderate earthquakes.
FAULT SLIP, FAULT STRESS,
AND GROUND UPLIFT

During the slow load and precursorystages,there is a local
minimum of slip rate on the fault plane near the patch center.
With increasingTr the area of unfailed patch, defined by u < 0,
shrinks,while at the same time the stressdrop associatedwith
failure of the patch rim increases.Starting near the end of the
slow load stage and continuing through the precursor stage,
the stress drop is large enough to create a circumferential

band of high slip rate aroundthe unfailedpatch.This halo of
high slip rate, a statically stable elastic rebound, is due to
releaseof nearby elasticstrain energywhen the patch rim fails.
Figure 7a shows contours of fault slip rate {•ld/{•'•
'r on the
fault plane when the patch is resistingoverall fault slip most
effectively,defined to be when the computed fixscxis minimum
near the middle of the slow load stage. (To convert Ou/Oz
r
from millimeters per bar to millimeters per year, multiply by
0.11 bar/yr.) The dots mark the centers of the uniform slip
dislocationsused in the numerical solution. Slip rate is low at
the patch center relative to the rate in surrounding areas.The
shadedregion, extending 10 km to the left of the patch center
and to 12-km depth, enclosesunfailed patch. The patch partially shieldsthe fault between the patch center and the lobe
from the stressconcentrationacting on the patch. At the end
of the slow load stage,Figure 7b, the overall rate of fault slip
has increased, but in the unfailed patch itself the slip rate
remains low. An irregular region of high slip rate borders the
reduced area of unfailed patch. At the end of the precursor
stageand just before instability, Figure 7c, the slip rate around
the patch has doubled, and the unfailed patch has collapsed to
about 2-km radius. As in Figure 7b, the locus of maximum
fault slip rate is at the lower left edge of the patch. The position of maximum fault slip acceleration, obtained from a
higher-resolution simulation using ,•r increments of 0.01 bar
instead of 0.05 bar, is marked by the square at 7-km depth in
Figure 7c. This position is interpreted to be the analog of the
earthquake focus becauseit is where stresswaves would be
generatedfirst ir$a fully dynamicmodel.
Unstable fault slip is shown in Figure 7d. The maximum
slip of 308 mm occurs about 2 km from the patch center,
decreasingt•oabout 50 mm at 10-km distance.Unstable slip is
nonzero everywhere on the nonlocked fault plane because
postinstabilityfault stressis essentiallyzero.
The evolution of shear stresson the fault plane reflects the
increasingstressconcentration on the decreasingp.atch area.
Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c show fault stressfor the same values of
Tr as in Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c. During maximum patch resistance to slippage, Figure 8a, the patch stressdecreasesfrom
about 5 bars at the patch center to less than 0.1 bar at 6-km
distance.At the end of the slow load stage,Figure 8b, stresses
on the patch center have risen to 14 bars, and portions of the
fault more distant than about 4 km have undergone a stress
drop due to failure. Just beforeinstability, Figure 8c, the maximum fault stressin the remaining patch is about 19 bars. Even
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Fig. 7. Theoreticalfault slip rate •u/•z' at (a) maximumpatchresistance,
duringslowload stage,(b) end of slowload
stage,and (c) end of precursorystage.Value of 100 mm/bar corresponds
to 11 mm/yr. Unfailed patch, u < 0, is shaded.
In Figure 7c, star is positionof 1966 mainshockfocus,and squareis positionof model focus.Theoreticalslip during
instability is shownin Figure 7d.
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stage.Unfailedpatchis shaded.
In Figure8c,starisposition
of 1966mainshock
focus,andsquare
ispositionof
modelfocus.Duringinstability,all stresses
shownin Figure8cdropto lessthan0.01bar.

thoughthe largestvalueof shearstressoccursat thistime,the
averagefault stresshas been decreasingsincethe end of the

slip)is 4.7 x 102•dyn cm.The maximumstressdrop is 19
bars,and the averagestressdropis 0.05bar. By comparison,
slowload stage,Figure8b. Stresscontoursin Figure8c also dynamicmodelsof the 1966earthquake[ArchuletaandDay,
closelyapproximate
the stress
dropduringinstabilitybecause 1980] indicatean averagecoseismic
slip of 43 cm, a maximum
all stresses
after unstableslip are lessthan 0.01 bar. The sequenceof fault stressmaps,Figures8a, 8b, and 8c, illustrates
that instabilityis a propertyof themechanical
systemconsisting of the interactingfault and elastichalf space,ratherthan

of 60 cm, an averagestressdrop of 25 bars, and a seismic

momentof 2.5 x 102•dyn cm. Tsai andAki [1969] infera
momentof 1.5x 102sdyn cm from the analysisof surface
waves.Averaginginstabilitymodel resultsover a smallerfault

of particularstressor strengthvaluesat any speciallocation area approximately the size of the 1966 aftershock zone
on the fault. At the onsetof instability,areasof the fault far [Eaton et al., 1970;Lindhand Boore,1981] (300 km2 for the
fromthepatchedgehavealreadyfailed,areasjust outsidethe unlocked
faultareax > 0 km, z < 12km) givesaverageslipof
patch edge are in the processof failure, and areas inside the

9.2 cm, average stressdrop of 1.6 bars, and moment of 0.8

edgemustundergoan initialstress
increase
duringinstability x 10:s dyncm.Theoretical
slipandstress
changes
wouldbe
before their final stress decrease.
largerif a fewkilometersof the lobeendfailedduringinstaSeismicslip and stressdrop duringthe 1966earthquake bility, and the resultsof somedynamicmodels[Archuletaand
provide an independent check of the model. In the model the
coseismicslip averagedover the entire unlockedfault is 1.7 cm

Day, 1980] supportseismicslippagein the lobe end.
The modelearthquakefocusand the focusof the 1966 event

with a maximumslip of 31 cm near the patch center.The

do not agreewell.The 1966focus[Lindhet al., 1983]is about
7 km northwestof and 2 km deeperthan the computedfocus

seismic
moment(theproductof #, faultarea,andaveragefault
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Fig. 9. Theoreticaluplift rate at the groundsurœacc
at (a) maximumpatch resistance,
(b) end oœslowload stage,and
(c) end oœprecursorstage.Value oœ10 ram/bar correspondsto 1.1 mm/yr. The hachurcdsegmentoœthe fault trace near
x = 10 km is the projection oœthe patch. The hachurcdscgrncntsbetweenx = 20 and 30 km and x = 30 and 40 km arc
projectionsof the lobe top. U and S mark endpointsof hypotheticallevellines 1, 2, and 3.

(Figure 7c). The discrepancysuggeststhat the model should
contain another, but smaller, strain-softeningpatch near the
actual focus (cf. Figure 2). The creep and trilateration data
cannot resolvesucha patch, however.The small patch may be
related to dislocationpileup at the 5ø mappedbend in the San

and hypotheticallevel lines 1, 2, and 3 crossingthe fault trace
tilt down toward S. At the end of the slow load stage,Figure
9b, the tilt rate of line 3 increases.The tilt rate of line 2 has

changedsign becausenearby ground that was formerly rising
now sinks,and formerly sinking ground rises.The tilt rate of
Andreas fault near XMM1.
line 1 also reverses,but not until midway into the precursor
The changingpatch resistanceand size causea distinctive stage.At the end of the precursorstage,Figure 9c, the maxipattern of groundsurfaceuplift and subsidence.
At the time of mum tilt deviations from the extrapolated earlier trends are
greatestpatch resistance,Figure 9a, loci of maximum uplift about 0.5 microradian, an amount near the limit of detectabiland subsidencerates are at positions U and S, respectively, ity by current survey methods.The instability model allows
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only strike-slipmotion on the fault, but a more generalmodel
would produce a small amount of dip-slip motion, which
would causearbitrarily large tilting of sufficientlyshort level
lines crossingthe vertical step at the fault plane.
Physically, the uplift pattern during the slow load stage is
due to pileup of vertical edge dislocationsagainst the left and
right sidesof the patch and against the left end of the locked
lobe. During the slow load stage,the accumulating,rightward
flowing dislocations cause uplift maxima and mimima near
the ends of lines 1 and 3, while leftward flowing dislocations
createthe oppositepattern near the ends of line 2. Later, when
the patch is weakening and shrinking during the precursor
stage,the dislocationspiled up against the patch partly coalesceand annihilate, and the remaining dislocationsaccumu-
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the model may be so inaccuratethat theoreticaland observed
curves cannot be made to coincide by any combination of
parameter valuesinside the envelopesof Figure 6.
Some model deficienciesmight be the failure to account for
pore fluid flow or time- and pressure-dependentfault properties. Other deficienciescould be that the regional stressrate
changes with time, or that the magnitude and direction of
principal regional stressesdiffer from simple shear. These differencescould be causedby slip on nearby faults, for example,
faulting related to the Coalinga earthquakes in May 1983
about 40 km north of Parkfield [Borcherdt, 1983]. Also, the
model may need modification to include the fault bend near
the epicenter, and the fault bends and offset near the XGH1
creepmeter.

late at the lobe end.
CONCLUSIONS

EARTHQUAKEFORECAST

According to the theory, the prominent rate changesof the
precursory stage should start about 2 years before the next
moderate earthquake (cf. Figures 4 and 5). All fault creep rates
should increase, but the rates of XPK1 and XDR1 should be

greatestand easily detectablewithin the data scatter about a
year before the earthquake. This result is consistentwith two
observationssuggestingacceleratedfault slip before the 1966
earthquake. Fresh-appearing ground cracks, probably less
than a month old, were observed near XDR1 11 days before
the mainshock [Allen and Smith, 1966], and a partly buried
pipe near CRR1 broke 9 hours before [Yerkes and Castle,
1967] (Figure 3a). The model also predicts that the four trilateration lines will have rate changes.Line MF-K, Figure 5,
should have the greatest change, but its rate increasewould
probably be undetectablebeforethe earthquake becauseof the

We have outlined a procedure for using an earthquake instability model and repeated geodetic measurementsto attempt an earthquake forecast. The procedure differs from
other prediction methods, such as recognizingtrends in data
or assuming failure at a critical stresslevel, by using a selfcontainedinstability model that simulatesboth preseismicand
coseismicfaulting in a natural way. In short, physical theory
supplies a family of curves, and the field data select the
member

curves whose continuation

into the future

constitutes

a prediction. Model inaccuracy and resolving power of the
data determine the uncertainty of the selected curves and
hencethe uncertaintyof the earthquaketime.
In application to the pendingmoderateearthquake at Parkfield, the model and available field data are in good agreement
overall. The near linearity of the field data imply large uncertainy of certain model parameters and of the earthquake time,
but the model predicts departures from linearity before the
data scatter. In the model the four trilateration
lines show a
earthquake. If observed,the preearthquake nonlinearity may
precursoryrate increase,but certain other lines with different
increasethe precision of the model parameters and the earthlocations and orientations show a rate reversal.
quake time. Future data will indicate the accuracy of the
It may be possibleto relate other precursoryphenomenato
strain-softening patch model, and whether it needs modifithe instability model by adding the appropriate physical
cation for a more complicated fault law, such as the one sugtheory. For example, seismicitymigrations might accompany
gestedby Dieterich [1979], or inclusion of viscoelasticdeforshrinkage of the patch. Alterations in the earth's magnetic mation of the underlying mantle, as suggestedby Li and Rice
field could resultfrom preinstabilitystresschangesdistorting
[1983]. Nonetheless, some form of accelerating fault slip
piezomagneticrock. Both the depth to the water table and the
occursin all instability models and is to be expectedat Parkrate of soil gas emanation may change becauseof the time- field.
dependentdilatation.
If data acquired between now and the time of the earthAPPENDIX: NUMERICAL SOLUTION

quake are still consistentwith the model, they may increase
the accuracyand precisionof the estimatedearthquake time.
Significantnonlinearity in creepversustime curves,for example, will provide an independentestimateof &r/c•t, which so
far has required that the earthquake time be assumed.New
data may also provideimprovedestimatesfor valuesof patch
parameters. Several scenariosare possible. One is that the
valuesof c•rr/c•tand patch parametersin Table 2 are accurate
but imprecise.That is, the numericalvaluesare nearly correct,
but the error bars are large. Then the new data will follow the
theoreticalcurvesin Figures4 and 5, but the resolutionof the
parameter values and the earthquake time will increase.In
other words, the envelopesof acceptablesolutionsin Figure 6
will shrink. Another scenario is that the new data will still be

consistentwith the preliminary values of the first group of
patch parameters,but that c•r•/c•twill differ from the Table 2
value. In this case, the theoretical curves will need to be
stretchedor compressedalong the time axis until theory and
observation agree. A third possibility is that the model is

physicallycorrect,but all parametervaluesare wrong.Finally,

For numerical solution of the boundary value problem, the
continuous slip u(x, z, r •) of the nonlocked fault is approximated by uniform slip in n cells bounded by rectangular dislocation loops. For each value of the regional stressgiven by
r • = •o• + mar •, where Zo• is the initial stress,m is the number
of the time step, and Az• is the stressincrement at each time
step, we seek an approximate solution ui to the set of n equations
m

Zr q- • Zia(Uj)
-- zif(lli): 0

i - 1,n

(A1)

j=l

Each of the n equationsin (A1) is the condition for shear stress
equilibrium at a cell centroid. The secondterm is the sum of
all dislocationstressesacting on cell i, including the self stress
(i =j). Dislocation stressesare obtained from analytic solutions given by Chinnery [1963]. The third term, the resisting
stressfrom the fault stress-sliplaw (1), makes equations (A1)
nonlinear.

An initial guessof ui, when insertedinto the left side of (A1),
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generally givesnonzero departuresfrom equilibrium, say Azi.
In the solution algorithm, each ui is improved by adding
calculated accordingto
h'[i

Aui
= c•zif
/c•ui
_ c•zia/c•ui
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(A2)

In the denominatorof (A2), c•z•f/c•ui
is the analyticallydeterminedslopeof the fault law at the currentu•, and c•zia/•u•
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the analytically determinedself stressper unit slip. If the over-
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